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Nearby Paris, the IMCA | 2009
On the 22nd of August 2009, took place the first International Meeting of Children living
with AIDS. That particular event gave birth to the present

Déclaration de Versailles

Given that the vulnerability of orphans and children infected or affected by HIV / AIDS is worsening day by day,
we organizations members of the ACNISS (AIDS Children Network of International Survey and Sustain) must act today
to help these children.
Without being able to choose nor avoid them like adults could do, these children with their particular status are
exposed to every danger: being neglected, street life dangers, forced lack of schooling, forced prostitution ... These
vulnerable children are victims of every form of violence.
We organizations of the ACNISS, want to highlight that the present declaration has been made up to emphasize
that our aim will be to serve these children interests, struggling for their access to education and appropriate care, so
they can grow up, dream, love and live like any other child.
Our actions dedicated to these orphans and vulnerable children shall follow a triptych path:
- Trainings for children, teenagers and our partners
- Psychological, logistical long term support.
- Fundraising to built holistic projects.
That is the reason why we think that the IMCA (International Meeting of Children living with AIDS) is the most
accurate vehicle to develop our common strategies and combine our efforts, to serve the interests of these children and
orphans vulnerable because of the pandemic of HIV / AIDS.
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Ludovic Zahed | Executive director
ludovic_TDMES@yahoo.fr
Sami Battikh | Audiovisual conceptions
samibattikh@gmail.com
Maitre Joseline Puvenel | Lawyer
contact@enfant-du-sida.org
Lyes Zahed | Jurisdictional issues
Lyes.zahed@yahoo.fr
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